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ABSTRACT
Collaborative writing is an integral part of academic and profes-
sional work. Although some prior research has focused on accessi-
bility in collaborative writing, we know little about how visually
impaired writers work in real-time with sighted collaborators or
how online editing tools could better support their work. Grounded
in formative interviews and observations with eight screen reader
users, we built Co11ab, a Google Docs extension that provides con-
figurable audio cues to facilitate understanding who is editing (or
edited) what and where in a shared document. Results from a design
exploration with fifteen screen reader users, including three natu-
ralistic sessions of use with sighted colleagues, reveal how screen
reader users understand various auditory representations and use
them to coordinate real-time collaborative writing. We revisit what
collaboration awareness means for screen reader users and discuss
design considerations for future systems.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in collab-
orative and social computing; Empirical studies in accessibil-
ity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online, distributed work has become the norm for many people in
academic and industry settings. Yet, key technologies that support
such collaboration (e.g., Google Docs, MicrosoftWord) contribute to
ongoing issues of inequity in professional and educational contexts.
Consider the following vignette from Neil1, a blind IT professional
and proficient screen reader user who regularly performs collabo-
rative writing with his sighted colleagues and friends:

“It’s easy for your voice to become the small voice...when
you’re collaborating, because in a situation like this
one (using Google Docs), I couldn’t necessarily provide
any constructive feedback on what change someone has
made. It would take me kind of memorizing the docu-
ment several times... I feel like that’s a big responsibility
to put on people [using] screen readers...rather than
helping them get that information from the tool.”

Over 2 billion people worldwide use commercial collaborative
writing tools on a monthly basis [1]. Still, these tools and their
collaborative features (e.g., track changes, comments) offer only
basic levels of screen reader access and do not afford people with
vision impairments the same level of usability and efficiency their
sighted peers experience [6, 20, 26, 27, 66]. Given the prolifera-
tion of remote work and collaboration in today’s world, it is not
only essential that we understand how ability-diverse teams—those
involving people with and without vision impairments—engage
in collaborative writing, we must design new technologies that
support more accessible ways of working at a distance.

Research on accessible collaborative writing is nascent (e.g.,
[6, 26, 27]) compared to more than 30 years of research within
HCI and CSCW on understanding collaborative writing prac-
tices [11, 13, 44, 55, 57, 79], developing theoretical frameworks
[38, 47, 60, 73], and building new technologies (e.g., [5, 56, 78, 84])
to support collaborative work for sighted people. In their seminal
1992 paper [30], Dourish and Bellotti state that “...awareness of the
content of others’ actions allows fine-grained shared working and
synergistic group behaviour which needs to be supported by collab-
orative applications.” Myriads of collaborative writing tools have
since applied these theoretical concepts and introduced efficient and
effective ways for sighted people to develop collaboration aware-
ness and coordinate actions through features such as comments,

1All names are pseudonyms.
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suggested edits, real-time edit notifications, revision history, task
assignment, and so on [11, 55, 57]. While not to the same extent,
researchers have started investigating how visually impaired writ-
ers negotiate collaboration tools and practices with their sighted
collaborators [26] and developing technologies to improve their col-
laborative writing experience [20, 27, 66, 80]. Yet, much of this work
has focused on accessibility in asynchronous collaborative writing,
leaving open questions around how visually impaired writers en-
gage in synchronous collaboration (i.e., multiple authors working
on a shared document in real-time) in ability-diverse teams.

To address this gap, the present paper analyzes how visually im-
paired writers interact with collaborative features to create, review,
and revise documents with others in real-time and introduces new
techniques to support their work. As a first step, we conducted for-
mative interviews and observations with eight screen reader users
who regularly perform real-time collaborative writing. Our analysis
reveals three tasks that are essential for performing synchronous
collaboration but difficult to accomplish using screen readers: 1)
understanding who is doing what and where in real-time, 2) avoid-
ing concurrent edits, and 3) developing a high-level overview of
collaborative actions within a shared document. Drawing on these
insights, we builtCo11ab, a Google Docs extension that incorporates
spoken and non-speech audio feedback and interaction techniques
to enhance synchronous collaborative writing for screen reader
users. We report results from exploratory design evaluations with
fifteen screen reader users, including three naturalistic sessions of
use with sighted colleagues, which detail how participants under-
stood and reacted to audio cues in Co11ab as well as how they used
the system to perform real-time collaborative writing.

This paper makes three core contributions to HCI and accessible
computing. First, we contribute new empirically-based understand-
ings of the complexities associated with synchronous collaborative
writing for screen reader users, which complements prior work on
accessible collaboration in asynchronous settings [20, 26, 27, 66, 80].
Second, we introduce novel auditory techniques to support screen
reader access in collaborative editing environments, revealing new
insights about how to design audio cues for related applications.
Third, we revisit and extend theories of collaboration awareness in
the context of our findings to better understand how to augment
ability-diverse collaboration, particularly involving non-visual ac-
cess, and the design of accessible collaborative systems.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is informed by research on accessibility in collaborative
work, collaborative writing tools and practices, as well as theoretical
frameworks of collaborative writing and awareness.

2.1 Accessibility in Collaborative Work
Within HCI and accessible computing, a large and growing body
of literature investigates collaborative practices of ability-diverse
teams in professional, academic, and personal settings. Prior work
has called attention to inequities faced by people with disabilities
in collaborative environments [69], such as the ‘invisible work’ that
blind employees must perform while working in predominantly
sighted workplaces [16]. Researchers have also identified relation-
ship maintenance as a critical component of creating accessibility

in shared spaces and activities [15, 63, 71] and highlighted the
ways in which disabled people negotiate co-creative practices with
their able-bodied collaborators [25, 28, 48]. Others have studied
how visually impaired people form a shared understanding with
sighted collaborators while shopping together [83], performing pro-
gramming tasks [58], receiving remote assistance [45], and seeking
information online [3].

Complementing this work on understanding collaboration prac-
tices, researchers have developed new technologies to better sup-
port accessible collaborative work (e.g., [23, 33, 53, 74]). While a
range of interaction modalities have been used in these technolo-
gies, auditory representations remain a dominant approach for
enhancing the ways visually impaired people perceive textual, vi-
sual, and graphical information [2, 32]. As an example, Mendes
et al. used spatial audio and multiple text-to-speech voices to fa-
cilitate workspace awareness of blind people on large multi-user
interactive tabletops [50]. Shi et al. identified opportunities and
challenges in using auditory feedback to help blind people detect
visual cues while video calling [68]. Additionally, Metatla et al. de-
veloped a hierarchical auditory view of graphical diagramming
software by combining speech and non-speech cues that helped
blind and sighted co-workers explore diagrams together [52]. Other
studies have examined the use of non-speech auditory feedback
for improving the accessibility of collaboration in education and
schooling [49, 75] and accessible craftwork [14].

Closely related to our study, researchers have identified inac-
cessible interfaces with modern screen readers that are related
to understanding and referencing collaboratively written content
[6, 20, 26, 66], and even performing basic writing tasks like format-
ting and resizing documents [22, 54]. Still others have designed
auditory representations for asynchronous collaborative writing
features such as comments and tracked changes [27]. Our work ex-
tends this prior research by studying and developing technologies
to enhance accessibility in synchronous collaborative writing.

2.2 Collaborative Writing Tools and Practices
Over the years, HCI and CSCW researchers have investigated how
people produce shared documents, exchange feedback, and interact
with each other using collaborative writing tools and how to design
systems to support people’s collaborative writing practices. As an
example, Wang, Olson, and colleagues highlight the many tech-
niques that students use in groups to write collaboratively, which
range from creating templates during the document creation stage
to organizing contributions through a divide-and-conquer method
[57, 78, 82]. Identifying where collaborators are and responding to
them are also common practices, as Birnholtz and colleagues note
with their observation of “group maintenance” behaviors [11, 12].
Similarly, Wang et al. [79] found that collaborators did not want to
edit in close spatial proximity to others in a document in order to
avoid exposing details of their own writing practices.

In addition to studying the writing process itself, researchers
have also designed tools to enhance collaborative writing environ-
ments that range from extensions to commercially available systems
such as Microsoft Word and Google Docs (e.g., [78, 79]) to new ex-
perimental systems (e.g., [84]). Many tools focus on visualizing
collaborative actions and contributions to a written document over
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time. Perez-Messina et al. [59] designed a data structure to create
interactive visualizations that show the organization and structure
of collaborative text and historical edits. To better interpret asyn-
chronous document changes, Wang et al. developed DocuViz [78]
and AuthorViz [79], which aggregate and visualize revision history
on Google Docs. Others have focused on visualizing collaborator
contributions [43] and the location of collaborator’s gaze within
a real-time editor [42]. Although this body of research highlights
the information people need to successfully collaborate in shared
documents and approaches for presenting that information, we
know considerably less about the experience of visually impaired
writers and how to support their informational needs.

2.3 Theories and Frameworks of Collaborative
Writing and Collaboration Awareness

Over the years, researchers have synthesized studies on collabora-
tive tools and practices to develop theoretical frameworks and tax-
onomies to understand collaborative writing. Posner and Baecker
[60] proposed a framework to describe key components of collab-
orative writing including roles, activities, document control, and
writing strategies (e.g., joint writing, parallel writing, etc.). Lowry
et al. [47] extended Posner and Baecker’s framework by including
work modes in terms of proximity and synchronicity, i.e., whether
the collaborators will performwriting in the same or different places
and same or different times. Relatedly, Dourish and Bellotti [30]
defined the notion of collaboration awareness as an “understanding
of the activities of others, which provides a context for your own
activity” within a shared document. Depending on the degree of
engagement and planning, Baecker et al. [5] defined two levels of
awareness: focused collaboration (when people work together in a
tightly-coupled manner) and peripheral awareness (when people
have rough ideas about their collaborators’ activities).

Building on these early ideas, Gutwin and Greenberg [38] devel-
oped a conceptual framework for workspace awareness in real-time
small-group collaboration. They posited that collaborators need to
be aware of who is doing what and where in a shared workspace.
Within each of these broad categorical questions, they articulated
specific informational elements that help people keep track of real-
time activities occurring in the workspace. For example, ‘who’ cat-
egory includes presence, identity, and authorship; ‘what’ category
includes action, intention, and artifact; and ‘where’ category in-
cludes location, gaze, view, and reach. This framework also detailed
the ways in which awareness information is used in various collab-
orative activities [38]. In particular, they discussed how peripheral
awareness of others’ actions help people coordinate actions, deter-
mine opportunities to assist one another, anticipate conflicts, and
manage coupling [39] (i.e., recognizing when it might be appropri-
ate to switch to more tightly-coupled work from loosely-coupled
individual work). Additionally, awareness information also makes
it easier to develop common ground [21] and communicate about
tasks. To date, however, these theories of collaborative work focus
on sighted people and neglect the ways in which ability-diverse
teams interact and make use of collaborative tools.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY: METHOD
To understand accessibility in synchronous collaborative writing,
we conducted remote interview and observation sessions with eight
screen reader users. This studywas approved by institutional review
board of Northwestern University.

3.1 Participants
We recruited eight participants (aged 20-44; 4 identified as female, 3
as male, 1 as non-binary; 5 identified as White and 3 Hispanic). See
Table 1 for participants’ self-reported visual ability, occupation, how
frequently they perform collaborative writing, and how frequently
they use different collaborative writing tools. All participants were
advanced or expert users of at least two screen readers among JAWS,
NVDA, and VoiceOver, while some had experience with Narrator,
TalkBack, and ChromeVox. All participants were residents of the
United States.

3.2 Procedure
The first author conducted the session over Zoom between Decem-
ber 2020 to February 2021. We first asked questions about partic-
ipants’ usage of assistive technologies and collaborative writing
tools, probing for challenges they encounter and strategies they
develop when writing with others. Next, we remotely observed par-
ticipants as they worked on a sample Google Doc in real-time with
three coauthors. The researcher played the role of the coauthors
(one using their own name and two anonymous profiles). The sam-
ple document was a one-page article about an animal pre-populated
with several comments and suggested edits. Participants used their
preferred screen reader to work on the document; four used JAWS,
three NVDA, and one VoiceOver. We asked participants to share
their screen via Zoom (including computer sound) and verified that
participants had the recommended Google Docs and screen reader
settings enabled (e.g., turning on collaborator announcements).

During the observation period, we asked participants to go
through the sample document and talk aloud what information
they were trying to access, what information they received, and
how. Next, we enacted four different scenarios where the researcher:
1) placed their cursor in the paragraph where the participant had
their cursor, 2) moved their cursor away from the participant’s
paragraph, 3) placed their cursor at exactly the participant’s cursor
location, and 4) typed a sentence in the participant’s active para-
graph. During each scenario, we asked participants to share what
they thought was happening based on the collaboration notification
they received (if any). We also asked them to find where the coau-
thors were editing and who was doing what, along with follow-up
questions regarding whether they pay attention to such collabora-
tion information in their regular work, in what contexts, and how.
We spent approximately 10 minutes on each scenario. We encour-
aged participants to use any features available on Google Docs to
access collaboration information (e.g., ‘live edits’). Participants who
had experience performing real-time editing on Microsoft Word
also shared how that matched or differed from working on Google
Docs. We concluded with a brainstorming period, where we asked
participants to share their thoughts on how collaboration infor-
mation can be presented to better support their real-time writing
using screen readers. Each session lasted for approximately 90-100
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Table 1: Details of participants (all names are pseudonyms). Participants were recruited for the formative study (F) and design
evaluation conducted in two phases: researcher-facilitated sessions (RF) and naturalistic collaborative writing sessions (NW).

Name and par-
ticipation phase

Self-reported visual ability Occupation Collaborative writing
frequency

Collaborative tools used

Alex
(F, RF)

Blind due to Retinopathy of Prematurity, some
light perception

Technical writer Monthly (real-time: less
than once a month)

Docs: monthly, Word: less than
once a month

Cory
(RF)

Blind since birth from Pseudo-optic Dysplasia,
has light perception

Assistive tech in-
structor

Daily (real-time: less
than once a month)

Docs: weekly, Word: daily

Dan
(RF)

Nearly totally blind since 8-9 years old, some light
perception

IT professional Monthly
(real-time: monthly)

Docs: weekly, Word: weekly

Gina
(F, RF)

Totally blind since birth due to glaucoma Consultant Weekly
(real-time: weekly)

Docs: monthly, Word: daily, Of-
fice 365: weekly

Ian
(RF, NW)

Blind since birth due to retinal detachment, has
light perception

Student Weekly
(real-time: weekly)

Docs: monthly, Word: daily

Jim
(F, RF, NW)

Totally blind due to Leber Congenital Amaurosis Web developer Weekly
(real-time: monthly)

Docs: monthly, Word: daily

Joy
(RF)

Legally blind, nearly functional print vision in
one eye, born with cataract, developed glaucoma

Assistive tech spe-
cialist

Weekly
(real-time: monthly)

Docs: monthly, Word: weekly, Of-
fice 365: once or twice

Kate
(RF)

Nearly totally blind since birth, some light per-
ception

Access tech direc-
tor

Daily
(real-time: weekly)

Docs: weekly, Word: daily

Kirk
(RF)

Totally blind since birth, some light perception Programmer Weekly
(real-time: weekly)

Docs: weekly, Word: weekly, Of-
fice 365: monthly

Leah
(F, RF)

Totally blind due to Leber Congenital Amaurosis,
some light perception

Assistive tech di-
rector

Weekly
(real-time: weekly)

Docs: weekly, Word: Daily, Office
365: weekly

Mia
(F, RF, NW)

Totally blind due to Retinopathy of Prematurity Academic re-
searcher

Weekly
(real-time: monthly)

Docs: weekly, Word: daily

Neil
(F, RF)

Totally blind due to Retinopathy of Prematurity,
some light perception

IT professional Weekly
(real-time: monthly)

Docs: monthly, Word: weekly, Of-
fice 365: less than once a month

Ron
(RF)

Totally blind due to Retinitis Pigmentosa since 8
months old, has light perception

Accessibility soft-
ware architect

Daily
(real-time: weekly)

Docs: daily, Word: daily

Ryan
(RF)

Totally blind since birth due to glaucoma and
cataracts

Accessibility ana-
lyst

Daily
(real-time: daily)

Docs: less than once a month,
Word: daily, Office 365: daily

Sean
(F, RF)

Blind due to Optic Nerve Atrophy since 2 years
old, can read large print (35pt+)

Access tech spe-
cialist

Weekly
(real-time: monthly)

Docs: weekly, Word: daily

Vera
(F)

Legally blind since birth, gradual vision loss Program director Weekly Docs, Word, Pages

minutes. Participants were compensated with US$60 gift cards. All 
the sessions were recorded and transcribed for analysis.

3.3 Data Analysis
We analyzed the data following reflexive thematic analysis [17, 18]. 
The first author open-coded the transcripts and reviewed screen 
recordings with a particular focus on the way participants acted 
and reacted upon receiving collaboration notifications in different 
scenarios. Next, through iterative comparison between data to data 
and data to codes and regular discussions as a group, we developed 
three themes that capture key challenges screen reader users face 
in real-time collaborative writing.

Although six participants explored the sample document with 
braille displays along with screen readers during the observation 
session, none of them received any collaboration notifications on 
their braille displays. In this paper, we focus our analysis on the 
auditory speech output of the screen reader but acknowledge that 
the lack of support for collaborative writing through braille displays 
needs to be addressed in future work.

4 FORMATIVE STUDY: FINDINGS
Our analysis revealed three challenging but essential tasks in col-
laborative writing for screen reader users: understanding who is
doing what and where in real-time, avoiding concurrent edits, and
getting a high-level overview of collaboration information.

4.1 Understanding Who is Doing What and
Where in Real-Time

An important aspect of maintaining awareness in remote collab-
orative work is to understand who is doing what and where in
the workspace [5, 30]. Access to this information shapes the way
coauthors coordinate actions with each other, maintain attention,
and fluidly transition between individual and shared tasks [38]. In
existing collaborative writing tools (e.g., Google Docs, Microsoft
Word), sighted people can visually follow color-coded cursors that
move and type letters in real-time to understand who is editing
what and where. They can also bring into focus (i.e., the visible
portion of a page) the region where a coauthor has their cursor at
a particular instance by clicking on the coauthor’s avatar at the top
of the window and thus monitor what the coauthor is doing. Screen
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reader users, however, only receive spoken announcements when
they (or their coauthors) place their cursor on (or move away from)
a paragraph where collaborators have their cursors positioned (e.g.,
‘X, Y, and Z are editing this paragraph,’ ‘Y has left this paragraph,’
etc.). Thus, our participants shared that the only way for them to
identify the paragraphs where others are working, especially on
Google Docs, is to manually scroll through the document until they
land on each coauthor’s paragraph. Neil said, “[If] I wanted to see if
someone’s currently changing something, I would literally be having
to continuously scroll this to see... because it won’t tell you that...
unless you yourself move to that paragraph.”

Moreover, the spoken notifications screen reader users receive,
both on Google Docs and Microsoft Word, only informs them of
the presence of others in the particular paragraph but does not
provide details about what or exactly where others are editing. Mia
explained, “The notifications... they’re not helpful because you don’t
know where [exactly] the editing is happening, or you don’t know the
context of what’s being edited...that you’re supposed to be seeing on
the screen at the same time.” During the observation session, some
participants tried to find the exact location of the researcher by
parsing ambiguous and inconsistent announcements they received
through their screen reader, but often their guesses were incorrect.

Even when participants could identify the paragraph where
someone was editing, they had to speculate the content of the new
edits “based on memory” by reading the entire paragraph multiple
times (see also [26]). To gather more information about the coau-
thor’s real-time activities during the observation session, Jim, Leah,
and Neil tried to use Google Docs’ ‘live edits’ feature, which pro-
vides a periodically updated list of recent edits that screen reader
users can traverse through. Most of the real-time edits did not ap-
pear at all in the ‘live edits’ region, potentially due to latency issues,
and the ones that did appear lacked contextual details such that
participants could not develop a coherent understanding of the
location and content of the edits.

Given the complexities associated with accessing real-time edit
notifications through screen readers, participants, in most cases,
resort to “communicating among ourselves more so than communicat-
ing through the document” (Vera). Often they maintain an external
communication channel (e.g., audio-video calling or chat applica-
tions) while working together on a shared document. Gina said
that she “would ask the person, ‘Where exactly are you?’, so I could
at least find that paragraph and then go from there.” Nevertheless,
this workaround was not ideal; participants talked about the ‘extra
work’ [16, 26] their sighted collaborators needed to perform for
sharing low-level collaboration details with them. Mia said, “I’m
just sitting there like, ‘What are you actually doing?’ She’s describing
what she’s doing as best she can... I can understand how hard that is,
because you’re editing, you’re making the changes at the same time
too. So then, hav[ing] to describe that to somebody else can be hard.”

In addition to describing the challenges with understanding
real-time collaborative actions, participants brainstormed about
potential approaches to address this issue. Mia thought that a useful
technique could be “keeping track of the cursors... so that you can
follow along and see what edits they’re making.” Jim also suggested a
similar approach: “If you could switch to a collaborator’s POV, point
of view... [if] I could hear their words being placed in a document as
if it was me editing it, that would be nice.” However, participants

also cautioned against potential information overload in that “what
was being entered by someone else would override what you were
entering” (Alex). Gina, Alex, and Vera, instead, wanted a way to
directly jump to a coauthor’s cursor location and manually review
their edits by moving the cursor.

4.2 Avoiding Concurrent Edits
Not only do existing collaboration notifications limit screen reader
users’ understanding of the real-time activities of their couthors,
they also fall short in making users aware of the possibility of
concurrent edits. As discussed before, the visual design of real-time
edits makes it easier and intuitive for a sighted person to avoid
typing at the same spot where their coauthors’ cursors are. The
moving cursors and real-time synced letters also allow sighted
people to seamlessly edit on their own even when their cursors
are close to their coauthors’ cursors but not at the exact same spot.
For instance, two sighted persons can edit at the beginning and
ending portions of a paragraph without causing any friction. Screen
reader users, however, have no way to gauge the proximity of their
coauthors’ cursor positions relative to their own, since they get the
same notification (e.g., ‘X, Y, and Z are editing this paragraph’) when
their coauthors’ cursors are located anywhere on the paragraph
they are editing. Thus, real-time collaborative writing tools (e.g.,
Google Docs, Microsoft Word) attempt to control concurrent edits
by keeping screen reader users at least an entire paragraph away
from their coauthors. This significantly limits the extent to which
screen reader users can engage in close co-editing with others and
increases chances of conflicting edits. Leah said, “If I am editing the
same thing you’re editing, for example, I don’t know how it shows
you on the screen, but the screen reader doesn’t really tell you. It only
says that you’re in that section (paragraph). It would be great to have
that information because that way we wouldn’t be working on the
very same spot... we’re not changing the same thing.”

Furthermore, the spoken notifications for coauthors’ movements
cause “speech clutter,” and disrupt the screen reader user’s own read-
ing or writing [26]. Neil said, “Some of the speech feedback that you
receive while you’re doing collaborative writing, it gets very chattery.
Specifically, as people move around the document. . . it gets very over-
whelming very quickly especially with multiple people.” Participants
shared that they prefer to keep the collaborator announcements off
entirely, as they “find them more distracting than helpful” (Alex). In-
stead, they maintain a strict spatial separation between each other’s
editing zones, often enforced through external communication. Jim
explained, “If we’re editing in real time, I might say, ‘Okay, are you
doing this? Or am I doing this?’ Just so that we’re not stepping on
each other’s toes.” This way, participants’ real-time collaborative
writing mostly takes a divide-and-conquer route, where they must
coordinate with their coauthors to review their edits after the fact.
Eventually, finding workarounds to deal with the constraints of
collaborative tools leads to a suboptimal collaboration experience
for our participants. Leah lamented, “I was able to collaborate, but
not really in real time.”

Going back to the root cause of these complexities, participants
thought that having “less cumbersome” (Gina) ways to learn where
coauthors are editing could help them avoid concurrent edits but
still perform editing safely in close vicinity. Most participants said
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they would prefer some form of non-speech audio cues such as
earcons with changing pitch and text-to-speech voices with varying
pitch or speech rate. For example, Jim said, “If the [screen reader]
voice could switch when you’re on a collaborator’s line... then you
can see like- oh, this is a line that we’re both working on together.” In
summary, the current lack of information regarding collaborator
proximity makes it challenging for screen reader users to maintain
distance from others and avoid concurrent edits.

4.3 Getting a High-Level Overview of
Collaboration Information

In addition to attending to who is doing what and where in real-
time, writers also need to develop a high-level understanding of
how collaboration information is distributed in a document [73].
Such a high-level overview can help writers plan and prioritize
their next course of actions [38]. Current collaborative writing
tools (e.g., Google Docs, Microsoft Word), however, do not provide
screen reader users with a straightforward way to develop a high-
level overview. Instead, they must traverse the list of comments
and suggested edits one by one and jump back and forth between
the main text content and comment/edit panes. Neil described his
mental process for building an overview:

“I imagine the full page of text kind of in front of me,
maybe not with the contents of the text, but general
idea of the layout of the paragraphs, the lines, as I kind
of went through it, and kind of mapping that out after I
read it for the first time. And then from that point kind
of having just a representation or idea of where others
have edited or made changes for myself... I visualize it
as almost like a drafting paper grid, where the text is
kind of represented with each square. And then people’s
presence and changes are marked by various boundaries
around them like grid. To me, I feel like that just kind
of helps orient my own position.”

The above process of ‘visualizing’ high-level information is cog-
nitively intensive and requires Neil to navigate the entire document
multiple times, by line and by paragraph, “with the [spoken notifica-
tions for] changes made and without, and really understand that in
and out.” Unlike Neil, others said that they rely on external com-
munication with their coauthors “to call attention to a specific thing.
They’ll tell me like, ‘Hey, please check out page three. There’s a ton of
stuff in there. I want you to look at’” (Gina).

To make the process of perceiving the distribution of collabo-
ration activities easier and efficient, participants emphasized that
“an overview summary... would be useful, especially for a very large
document. . . to be able to not have to read the whole thing to just
quickly jump to where the changes are made” (Sean). In particular,
Gina thought that receiving non-speech audio cues could be helpful
in understanding overview information, “like some kind of sound or...
way of telling me- if I go here, this is where the edits are... something
is clustered in a certain area, to be able to know that upfront.”

5 SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
To address the key challenges we identified in our formative work,
we developed Co11ab, a Google Chrome based extension that uses

a variety of spoken and non-speech audio cues to present synchro-
nous collaboration information.2 The extension works in tandem
with a visually impaired writer’s screen reader and Google Docs and
maintains these applications’ underlying functionalities, e.g., short-
cuts for navigating text and reading comments or suggested edits.
Co11ab enables screen reader users to selectively access collabora-
tion information through five features, which we detail below.

5.1 Query Location
Since figuring out the location of active coauthors can be diffi-
cult in existing collaborative writing platforms (see Section 4.1),
Co11ab enables users to hear a list of co-authors who are editing
in a document and where they are editing by pressing a shortcut
(Control+Shift+K). This provides the exact location of their cursor
at a specific instance (e.g., ‘Joe is editing in page one, paragraph
five, and line three’).

5.2 Follow Mode
To help understandwho is editingwhat in real-time, Co11ab enables
screen reader users to invoke a ‘follow’ mode (Control+Shift+H)
that switches to a certain coauthor’s “point of view,” as our partic-
ipants recommended in the formative study (see Section 4.1). In
this mode, if the coauthor being followed is actively typing in the
document, the system continuously emits a typing sound. Once the
coauthor completes a line, the screen reader reads what they have
just typed. If the coauthor being followed is not actively typing but
only moving cursors from line to line, the screen reader reads the
content of the lines they are moving their cursors from but does not
emit any typing sound. Thus, the presence or absence of the typing
sound indicates whether or not the followed coauthor is writing at
that instance. This way, the screen reader user can listen to the text
content a coauthor is writing line by line or where the coauthor is
moving in the document without losing their own cursor position.
When the screen reader user turns the follow mode off by pressing
Escape, their cursor remains where it was at the time of invoking
the follow mode.

5.3 Jump to a Coauthor’s Location
Informed by our participants’ suggestions in the formative study
(Section 4.1), we incorporated a feature in Co11ab that allows a
screen reader user to jump to the cursor location of a coauthor being
followed by pressing a shortcut (Control+Shift+One). Follow mode
automatically turns off upon the user jumping to the coauthor’s
location. An important distinction between this feature and the
current version of Google Docs or Microsoft Word is that when a
sighted user clicks on a collaborator’s avatar, the document view
is adjusted to include the collaborator’s cursor location within the
visible portion of the page. Co11ab, in contrast, supports querying
specific information about collaborator location and allows rapid
cursor movement to their position so that the screen reader can
read aloud surrounding text content.

2Co11ab extension and our code repository are publicly available.

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/collaborative-writing/omdkfmonkgjglhnhebgdejoganhkealn
https://github.com/InclusiveTechNU/co11ab
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Figure 1: Relative proximity between a screen reader user’s own cursor and a coauthor’s cursor is indicated with earcons.
Left: both cursors are at the same spot; a high-pitched or loud earcon is emitted. Middle: the cursors are in the same line;
a medium-pitched or medium-loud earcon is emitted. Right: the cursors are within the same paragraph but far apart; a
low-pitched or quieter earcon is emitted. Auditory icons with varied loudness work similarly.

5.4 Relative Proximity Notifications
To make screen reader users aware of the possibility of concurrent
edits without causing “speech clutter” (see Section 4.2), Co11ab indi-
cates relative proximity between cursors through non-speech audio
cues [27]. It allows a screen reader user to choose from five different
options of relative proximity information: earcon with varied pitch,
earcon with varied loudness, auditory icon with varied loudness,
spoken announcements, or no notifications. An earcon refers to an
abstract auditory representation of an event whereas auditory icon
resembles realistic sound [32]. The system emits a brief musical
note as an earcon and the sound of typing on a keyboard as an
auditory icon. We manipulated certain audio attributes (i.e, pitch
and loudness for the earcon and only loudness for the auditory
icon) to indicate how close or far away a coauthor is located from
the screen reader user’s own cursor. The audio attribute (pitch
or loudness) gradually increases when a coauthor approaches the
text portion where the screen reader user is editing, and decreases
when the coauthor’s cursor moves away from the user’s cursor
location (see Figure 1). We chose pitch and loudness as variables for
relative proximity because these attributes can indicate similarity
and difference between successive audio events [19, 29]. For the
earcon, different coauthors’ cursor movements were indicated by
different musical instruments. In the current implementation of the
system, these instruments were automatically assigned to different
coauthors based on when they join the document (e.g., the first
coauthor is encoded by banjo, the second one with violin, etc.). The
auditory icon is the same for all coauthors.

In presenting relative proximity between coauthors’ cursors, we
follow the inverse relationship between collaborators’ distance and
the need for collaboration awareness described by the focus/nimbus
model [62]. In other words, the audio variable (i.e., pitch or loudness)
changes more when coauthors’ cursors are closer to each other (e.g.,
within the same line), compared to when their cursors are far apart.
We defined four semantic levels for relative proximity between
coauthors’ cursors: 1) at the exact same spot, 2) within the same
line but not at the same spot, 3) within the same paragraph but not
in the same line, and 4) not within the same paragraph. When a
coauthor’s cursor moves across these semantic levels, the audio
variable changes accordingly. The loudness increases by 30% for
each level, with 100% in the highest level (at the exact same spot) and
10% in the lowest level (not within the same paragraph). Similarly,

the pitch increases by 5 full notes for each level, with notes B5
(996.75 Hz), D5 (592.67 Hz), F4 (352.40 Hz), and A3 (222.00 Hz)
for the highest to the lowest level. Similar semantic categories for
relative proximity are applied in preparing spoken announcements
(e.g., ‘Joe is not in your paragraph/ Joe is in your paragraph/ Joe is
in the same line/ Joe is at the same spot’). To reduce information
overload, the audio cues are played only when a coauthor’s cursor
moves across the semantic levels but not while a coauthor remains
within a certain level.

5.5 Audio Scrollbar
Inspired by Hill et al.’s graphical presentation of ‘edit wear’ [40],
we developed an audio scrollbar to provide a high-level overview
of how coauthors’ edits, cursors, or comments are distributed in a
shared document. This information, although not readily available
for screen reader users in existing collaborative writing tools (see
Section 4.3), is essential for writers to understand which parts of a
document have the most contributions from coauthors or which
parts have remained comparatively unchanged [57]. A screen reader
user can invoke the audio scrollbar by pressing a keystroke (Con-
trol+Shift+U). As they virtually move from paragraph to paragraph
(or line to line) by repeatedly pressing the up/down arrow key, the
audio scrollbar emits earcons with varying pitch (or repetitions)
corresponding to the particular paragraph (or line). A short, quiet
blip sound is played to denote a paragraph (or line) with no col-
laboration elements (i.e., edits, comments, or active cursors). An
example of the audio scrollbar is shown in Figure 2. The system im-
plements a hierarchical navigation approach so that a screen reader
user can develop a high-level overview of collaboration information
and also easily explore any particular sections they want in greater
detail. For instance, the user can listen to meta-information about
the number of collaboration elements in a paragraph or line (by
pressing Control+M) or move directly to the paragraph or line to
begin editing or read in detail (Control+Shift+One).

The user can choose from two different representations of the
audio scrollbar. The first one consists of short-lived earcons (i.e.,
musical tones) with varying pitch relative to the number of collab-
oration elements per paragraph (or per line) in a document. The
pitch of the earcons increases when there are more elements in a
paragraph (or line) and vice versa. A screen reader user can choose
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Figure 2: The audio scrollbar for a document with four para-
graphs. When the audio scrollbar is invoked, earcons of dif-
ferent pitches play according to the number of edits in the
paragraph. The second paragraph has the lowest pitch, since
it has the lowest number of edits (one). Similarly, the fourth
paragraph has the highest number of edits (four) and the
corresponding earcon has the highest pitch.

whether the audio scrollbar indicates only comments, edits, or cur-
sors, or all of those; and whether it will calculate the elements per
line or per paragraph. To ensure that the earcons remain within
the audible range and are euphonic and easily discernible, we used
five short tones with different pitch levels generated by a musical
instrument (piano) as earcons. In the second representation, instead
of varying pitch, an earcon is played multiple times (2-5 times) ac-
cording to the number of elements per paragraph (or line). In other
words, an earcon is played five times for the paragraph with five
or more edits and only once for the paragraph with only one edit,
if edits are selected as the intended overview element. Note that
our design of audio scrollbar is different from Yalla and Walker’s
auditory scrollbar [81], which uses audio cues for menu navigation.

5.6 Implementation details
Co11ab is implemented in JavaScript by using a combination of
Web and Google Chrome extension-specific APIs. It consists of
three components: a settings popup window, a persistent back-
ground storage and data transfer layer, and a collection of scripts
implementing the functionalities of our system. The settings popup
provides screen reader accessible lists of features that a user can
toggle on and off. The background layer registers any updates in the
feature settings and keypress events of feature-specific shortcuts
to the Google Doc a user has opened through the Chrome runtime
message passing APIs. It also contains logic to log a user’s actions
for our data analysis, as well as functionality for certain features
that are not implementable through standard web APIs, such as
automatic sound playing and text-to-speech conversion.

When a user loads a document, our extension injects the collec-
tion of scripts that implement the system’s functionality into the
web application’s context using the Chrome Content Script feature.
This provides Document Object Model (DOM) level access to the
Google Doc, as well as the ability to make changes and execute

JavaScript as if it was provided by the web application. The system’s
features generally follow a pattern of invoking the retrieval of some
document information, such as text content, cursor location, or
content placement, and then transforming that information into an
accessible output. This invocation of information retrieval can be
through the action of the user such as pressing a keyboard shortcut,
by the action of a user’s coauthors such as moving to a different
location, or through a JavaScript mutation observer that fires when
the content, styling, or position of a document element changes.
The output generation can be as simple as taking a text input and
announcing it through the user’s screen reader using the ARIA-live
API; or more complex, such as taking positional or other quan-
titative document information and passing it to the background
layer’s automatic sound playing implementation to play a specific
pre-recorded sound or a tone with a specific frequency using the
Tone.js JavaScript library.

6 DESIGN EVALUATION: METHOD
To understand how screen reader users understand and use the new
techniques introduced in the Co11ab extension during synchronous
writing, we conducted an exploratory study with fifteen screen
reader users. Additionally, three screen reader users participated in
a naturalistic writing session with a known sighted collaborator.

6.1 Participants
Participantswere recruited from our research network and snowball
sampling (aged 20-44, mean=32.9 years; 5 identified as female, 8 as
male, 1 female/non-binary, 1 non-binary; 8 identified as White, 4 as
Hispanic, 1 as African American, 1 as Middle Eastern, 1 as mixed
race). Twelve participants were residents of the United States at the
time of our study. Seven of them also took part in our formative
interviews. Participants mostly perform collaborative writing with
their colleagues and friends. All participants have both sighted and
visually impaired collaborators, except Gina, Leah, and Kirk who
collaborate with only sighted people and Cory whose collaborators
are visually impaired. JAWS, NVDA, and VoiceOver were the most
common screen readers among our participants, although some
had experience with Narrator, TalkBack, and ChromeVox. While
we focused on audio output for all participants, Cory used a braille
display in tandem with their screen reader since they rely on both
braille and audio output in their regular writing. See Table 1 for
details of participants’ self-reported visual ability, occupation, how
frequently they perform collaborative writing, and how frequently
they use different collaborative writing tools.

6.2 Researcher-Facilitated Sessions
The first author conducted one-on-one sessions with participants
via Zoom between July and August 2021. Each session lasted for
approximately 90-115 minutes. We collected consent from the par-
ticipants and provided detailed instructions for installing Co11ab
and required setup steps. To help participants explore Co11ab, we
shared a sample one-page Google Doc with them. The document
had six paragraphs and several comments and suggested edits from
two collaborators (the first author and one anonymous profile). The
text content was copied from a blog post on a pet animal. We used
distinct copies of the same document for each participant.
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At the beginning of the sessions, participants shared their screen
and computer sound through Zoom and read the content of the
sample document shared with the researcher. Next, we guided
participants through the steps for selecting various audio repre-
sentations (e.g., earcon, auditory icon, or spoken announcements
for relative proximity) and invoking different features available in
the extension (e.g., follow mode and audio scrollbar). Participants
first explored the features related to real-time activities followed by
the relative proximity notifications and finally the audio scrollbar
feature. The researcher played the role of collaborators through
two author profiles (one in their own name and one anonymous).
For example, when a participant pressed the shortcut to follow the
anonymous collaborator, the researcher performed typing or cursor
movement in the document from the anonymous profile so that
the participant could experience how the follow mode works. After
each interaction, we asked participants to share their thoughts on
what happened and why, prior to explaining what the feature does.
We concluded the sessions with an overall debrief on the entire
system, probing participants for their thoughts on potential use
cases, trade-offs, and challenges that might arise while using the
system. Participants were compensated with US$60 gift cards.

6.3 Naturalistic Collaborative Writing Sessions
We conducted follow-up naturalistic writing sessions with three
participants (Ian, Mia, and Jim), each of whom invited an existing
sighted collaborator to join them for the session. Ian (student) and
Lily (student) are siblings who perform real-time collaborative writ-
ing using Google Docs on a monthly basis to prepare homework
and essays. While not regularly, Mia (postdoctoral associate) and
Ivy (undergrad) have worked together a few times using Google
Docs for data entry and bibliography management. Jim (web de-
veloper) and Ava (college student) had previously collaborated on
developing ideas for a story Ava was planning to write, but our
study was the first time they wrote together on a shared document
in real-time. All dyads had collaborative writing experience using
Google Docs and often used external tools such as phone calls or
chat applications to communicate with each other while writing.

We began each session by reminding the visually impaired par-
ticipant about the features available in Co11ab and asked them to
configure the system based on the representations they preferred in
the researcher-facilitated session. The visually impaired participant
shared their screen through Zoom (without computer sound) and
recorded screen reader utterances locally on their computer (except
Ian who was unable to record screen reader audio due to techni-
cal issues). Participants’ main task was to use Google Docs with
Co11ab to prepare a blog post on “top things to do when moving
to a new home.” We chose this prompt as a topic on which most
participants would have some experience or understanding. We
gave participants a starter Google Doc with a couple paragraphs.
The paragraphs were seeded with comments, suggested edits, and
a few grammatical errors. We asked participants to generate 3-4
additional points with a short description (2-3 sentences) for each
point, rearrange the points in decreasing order of importance, and
add a brief introduction and a conclusion summarizing and high-
lighting the main ideas. We provided these prompts as pointers to
get them started to generate content together and explore how they

might use different features of Co11ab in their work. As such, we 
did not measure participants’ success or failure in accomplishing 
these tasks and did not enforce the use of any features. We also 
did not require participants to memorize keystrokes and offered 
reminders as needed throughout the study.

The sessions ended with a one-on-one debrief interview with 
the visually impaired participant in a Zoom breakout room, where 
we asked them to share their thoughts on using Co11ab to write 
with their sighted collaborator. We probed for any changes and 
challenges during the writing session compared to their regular 
collaboration practices and how they might customize the auditory 
features moving forward. We collected the sighted participants’ 
feedback through a short survey. The sessions lasted for 100-120 
minutes. All participants received US$60 gift cards each.

6.4 Data Analysis
All sessions were recorded via audio and screen capture and tran-
scribed for analysis. We analyzed observational and interview data 
collected from the researcher-facilitated sessions alongside the nat-
uralistic sessions of use. Our approach to data analysis follows 
reflexive thematic analysis [17, 18], which involved a process of 
open and selective coding, memoing, and iterative comparison of 
data to data. We first analyzed our data to understand participants’ 
reactions to the specific design features and audio cues within 
Co11ab. Next, we analyzed the ways in which participants used 
Co11ab during real-time collaborative writing. In particular, we 
performed micro-analysis of video and screen recordings [10] at-
tending to participants’ moment-to-moment interactions and how 
they established shared meaning with each other [36, 72]. While 
our analysis was informed by theories of collaboration awareness 
(e.g., [5, 30, 38, 73]), we maintained analytic flexibility to under-
stand the unique experiences of screen reader users and the work of 
collaborative writing. Finally, our approach to evaluation and data 
analysis is informed by the political/relational model of disability 
[41] and other feminist disability scholarship [8, 31, 46]. Drawing 
on this theory, we focus on how our participants make sense of new 
technologies as part of creating access and how such technology 
may reshape their collaborative work and the labor of access rather 
than focusing on task performance data [9].

7 DESIGN EVALUATION: FINDINGS
Below we present findings from the researcher-facilitated and nat-
uralistic writing sessions. We first discuss how participants under-
stood and reacted to the design of audio cues and representations 
available in Co11ab. Second, we detail the ways in which partici-
pants used Co11ab to support real-time collaborative writing.

7.1 Design of Audio Cues and Representations
One of our primary goals was to understand whether or not the non-
speech auditory representations introduced in Co11ab are intuitive 
and easy to understand for screen reader users. Below we detail 
how participants understood and reacted to Co11ab’s features and 
suggested areas of improvement.

7.1.1 Query Location, Follow Mode, and J ump-to-Location. On the 
whole, participants appreciated the spoken feedback announcing
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the page, paragraph, and line number when they queried a collabo-
rator’s position or jumped to their location. Three participants (Dan,
Kate, Kirk), however, felt that this announcement lacked important
contextual information. Kirk explained, “Paragraph four line four
tells me absolutely nothing... Particularly because Google Docs doesn’t
have line numbers for screen reader users... So, if you just add a couple
of words from that line into that announcement, I think it’s a lot
more clear where in the document you were just jumped to.” Based on
this suggestion, we updated the extension before conducting the
naturalistic writing sessions so that the screen reader would read
the content of the new line after a cursor jump.

Participants also wanted the follow mode to have ‘verbosity’
settings in which they could specify how and with what level of
detail collaborators’ actions are announced. For example, some felt
that listening to what a coauthor is adding in the document line by
line (i.e., the current implementation) was helpful because “I don’t
want to hear as you are typing what is happening, because you could
be deleting and adding things and it will be confusing” (Ron). Others
(Alex, Dan, Gina, Kirk, Ryan), however, felt that they might need
to hear what their coauthors are typing by word or by character
depending on specific close co-editing scenarios.

The current implementation of the follow mode also does not
allow screen reader users to actively type or move their cursor in the
document unless they intentionally turn this mode off or take their
cursor to the coauthor’s location. This implementation separates
‘following’ from ‘editing’ in that a user cannot do both at the same
time. Four participants (Cory, Kirk, Ian, Kate) mentioned that this
was useful “because it’s going to be very confusing [if] I’m writing and
I hear the words that I type, and then, all of a sudden I hear other types
of word, but it’s from the person that I was following” (Ian). However,
Dan and Jim shared that they might need to listen to what others
are typing and simultaneously edit on their own, especially if they
want to “wordsmith the sentence as they’re (coauthors) typing it... I
could on the fly more easily correct them, or give them hints or guide
them in the right direction.” Jim, Kate, and Sean suggested using
different voices to differentiate a coauthor’s edits from their own
screen reader feedback (i.e., voice coding [27]), although spatial
audio [50, 76] and secondary whisper [65] might be useful as well.

7.1.2 Relative Proximity. While sighted writers often have access
to visual markers of where others are editing within a shared doc-
ument, Co11ab provides such support through relative proximity
notifications that use loudness and pitch change with earcons (i.e.,
musical notes), an auditory icon (i.e., typing sound), and spoken
announcements. Overall, participants (except Ryan and Alex) pre-
ferred non-speech audio for relative proximity over spoken an-
nouncements because of conciseness and reduced verbiage. Joy
explained that spoken feedback can “cause me very quickly to lose
my train of thought and be kind of annoyed at the whole situation.”
Importantly, some participants who preferred non-speech audio
(Joy, Kate, Neil) still felt that they would need a more “discordant” or
“jarring” notification specifically when coauthors’ cursors collide,
such as “two notes that are not in harmony” (Joy).

Among participants who preferred non-speech audio cues, ev-
eryone except Ron preferred earcons. Six (Joy, Kate, Cory, Neil, Kirk,
Leah) reported that the earcons were easier to differentiate while
performing collaborative writing than the auditory icon because

the typing sound was “too similar to other noises in my environment”
(Joy) and that “I almost could mistake it for you pushing keys on your
keyboard” (Cory). While earcons were preferred to the auditory
icon, multiple people mentioned issues with the “learning curve”
(Jim) and importance of being able to assign certain instruments to
frequent collaborators so that they could learn them over time.

In terms of mapping proximity, everyone except four participants
(Ryan, Mia, Alex, Ron) understood without prior explanation that
the loudness and pitch increased when coauthors came closer to
their cursor location and decreased when they moved farther away.
Four participants (Kate, Jim, Mia, Leah) indicated that the inverse
relationship with distance was more “realistic” for the change in
loudness than pitch. However, the change in pitch was preferred
by everyone except Jim and Sean (and Mia who wanted a combina-
tion of both), because participants felt that they had to concentrate
harder to “pick up on the subtlety of the volume changes” (Cory)
than the changes in pitch. Others said that volume changes will
be more difficult to detect with other audio (e.g., music) in the
background (Dan) and that it will depend on the global volume
settings of their computer (Kate). Additionally, three participants
(Alex, Ron, and Kirk) pointed out that the current representation of
relative proximity in Co11ab lacked directional information such
that “I don’t necessarily know...if you’re moving down towards where
I am or you’re moving up towards where I am” (Alex). While some
participants wanted Co11ab to encode direction of collaborator
movement (e.g., using pitch, loudness, or spatial audio), Dan and
Kate cautioned against creating “information overload” with extra-
neous audio effects. Relatedly, to minimize auditory overload, some
participants felt that relative proximity notifications should be au-
tomatically paused while the follow mode or audio scrollbar is on,
since writers would not need to be aware of both at the same time.
We updated Co11ab based on this feedback prior to the naturalistic
writing sessions.

7.1.3 Audio Scrollbar. Overall, the audio scrollbar aligned with par-
ticipants’ mental models in that most participants could anticipate
that higher pitch corresponded to higher amount of comments/edits
and that the repetition of earcons indicated the number of com-
ments/edits. Six participants (Jim, Cory, Ryan, Leah, Kirk, Sean)
preferred the use of repeated earcons, because it gave “precise infor-
mation” whereas pitch change provided relative information about
which paragraph (or line) has more or less comments/edits. Partici-
pants felt that with pitch change, “You might just get confused... Your
estimates wouldn’t be accurate depending on the range” (Mia). Never-
theless, six participants (Kate, Gina, Dan, Ron, Neil, Mia) preferred
earcons with varied pitch, because they were “concise” and better
for “at a glance quickness” than repeated earcons which could get
“very noisy” in a document with extensive comments/edits. Several
participants who are proficient in music and programming (Dan,
Kirk, Ron, Neil) thought that a wider range of pitch with a “sliding
scale” (e.g., incremental change by a half or full note) can be ap-
plied to denote the specific number of comments/edits. Some others
(Kirk, Cory, Joy, Neil), however, suggested an encoding approach
that would combine pitch variation with earcon repetition.

Despite appreciating the concept of getting an auditory overview
of how comments, edits, and cursors are distributed in the docu-
ment, several participants (Joy, Jim, Dan, Kate, Kirk) shared that
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they expected a different navigational structure for the audio scroll-
bar. They envisioned the audio scrollbar to be a “skim tool” such
that they could hear audio cues for the number of comments, edits,
or cursors in a paragraph upon invoking the default navigational
commands they use for skim reading in their regular work (e.g,
Control + Down arrow to move to the next paragraph). This way,
they could hear the “context” (i.e., first few words) of a paragraph
or a line while also getting an idea of the magnitude of collabora-
tive activities within that region. While the current hierarchical
implementation of the audio scrollbar allows a screen reader user
to take their cursor to a paragraph they want to explore in more
detail, participants felt that combining the scrollbar audio cues with
default navigation would further streamline their work processes.

7.2 Coordinating Activity during Real-Time
Collaborative Writing

Our analysis of researcher-facilitated and naturalistic writing ses-
sions revealed five key ways participants used Co11ab to coordinate
their actions and collaboratively edit a shared document: (1) mon-
itoring a coauthor’s edits in real-time, (2) directing a coauthor’s
attention to specific edits, (3) avoiding cursor collisions and conflict-
ing edits, (4) switching between individual work and monitoring
edits, and (5) quickly reviewing document edits and comments.

7.2.1 Monitoring a Coauthor’s Actions in Real-Time. Analysis of
observational and interview data reveals that the follow mode and
jump-to-location feature were useful in monitoring and understand-
ing a collaborator’s actions while working synchronously. Partici-
pants felt that they could track their coauthors’ edits in real-time
using follow mode and jumping to their location when necessary
without needing to “wait until they were done and reread the whole
thing” (Leah). We observed an example of this during the natural-
istic writing session involving Jim (screen reader user) and Ava
(sighted). Midway through the session, they brainstormed about a
new point and planned how they would add it to the document. Jim
suggested, “Do you want to write this one, and I’ll kind of expand it a
little bit?” As Ava started writing, Jim turned on the follow mode to
monitor Ava’s new edits in real-time. While doing so, he simultane-
ously provided verbal feedback to Ava. He said, “I’m reading what
you have. That’s really good.” Jim later compared this experience
with his regular work on Google Docs: “I was...able to follow her
typing when she was typing points. That was more feedback than I
had ever received with other- I mean, using Google Docs normally,
cause I wouldn’t be able to actually see where she’s editing.”

During the writing session with Ava, we also observed that Jim
developed a routine of manual tracking instead of entirely relying
on the follow mode. This was because during the follow mode,
the screen reader remained silent if Ava’s cursor was static at a
certain point, causing confusion about her actions, which needed
verbal clarification (e.g., Jim once said, “Are you done typing, Ava?
I see it’s not [reading].” ) In such cases, Jim sometimes jumped to
Ava’s location and manually monitored her edits by moving his
cursor back and forth or up and down. This manual following
was particularly useful when Jim made minor revisions on-the-fly
as Ava was typing instead of waiting for her to complete adding
content and reviewing it later.

Overall, participants felt that the ability to monitor a collabora-
tor’s edits in real-time through Co11ab would make their collabo-
rative work processes “easier and efficient” (Ron). They emphasized
that being aware of coauthors’ real-time activities would simplify
their current work routine, which generally follows an asynchro-
nous hands-off style. Joy said, “It means that we don’t have to keep
this paper trail of passing the document back and forth... or an abso-
lute nightmare, we’ll have 10 or 20 emails in a chain about a two-page
document.” While working at the same time on a shared document,
participants felt that querying a coauthor’s location and jumping
to their location could also reduce their reliance on external ver-
bal communication for low-level details [38] and thus, help them
achieve common ground with the least collaborative effort [21].
Neil said, “I would constantly have to ask people, oh, who added what,
where, and then I would be like, find it with my screen reader and then
manually track it down and see the exact lines that got changed. So it
was a very tedious process. And I think this takes that whole tedious
concept out of that workflow.” Jim felt that being aware of coauthors’
real-time activities without extensive verbal communication could
be especially useful in time-sensitive projects or in situations where
simultaneous external communication is not possible. Others also
shared that the follow mode would be particularly useful in “brain-
storming meetings... [where] someone’s taking notes and everyone
can see them” (Kate) or in “pair writing where someone dictates and
the other person writes or someone doodles and the other person sort
of gives an indication of what they think of that” (Kirk). Neil fur-
ther explained how the follow mode and jump-to-location feature
could support collaborative programming: “If I was working with a
programmer... I would want to have that more granular information,
just to kind of understand what exactly in the code they’re changing
in detail.” For screen reader users, engaging in such pair writing,
programming, or meeting scribing activities is typically difficult,
since they cannot monitor others’ edits in real-time [58].

7.2.2 Directing a Collaborator’s Attention to Specific Edits. In ad-
dition to actively monitoring a collaborator’s actions in real-time,
writers may periodically need to call a collaborator’s attention to
specific sections of a document. Participants explained that the
follow mode and the jump-to-location feature could improve their
coordination dynamics with their sighted colleagues, who might
provide ambiguous verbal guidance to a location of interest or be-
come potentially “annoyed” with the tedious workarounds. Mia
explained: “Blind people... they might be more specific with you about,
‘Oh, find this exact text that I’m at’, whereas a sighted person, they
don’t usually do that. They tell you where to go more based off of
distance... They’re using more spatial language... might use colors,
like ‘Ohh, just I’m in the paragraph in blue’... So maybe it’d be even
more helpful with sighted [people] than with blind people.”

Indeed, we observed multiple instances of participants using
the follow mode and jump-to location features in tandem to di-
rect a collaborator’s attention to an area of interest. For example,
Mia (visually impaired) and Ivy (sighted) demonstrated the process
of coordination and directing attention through cursor placement
during the naturalistic writing session. They employed a reactive
(i.e., joint) writing style throughout the session where they brain-
stormed together about the content to be added and closely read,
reviewed, and revised each other’s edits [47]. In this vignette (Table
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Table 2: Ivy (sighted) directs Mia’s (screen reader user) attention to specific edits. SR: Screen reader speech

1 (Ivy and Mia are talking about reordering points)
2 Ivy: I just moved like the neighborhood one first. Then the commute one second above, like the

ones that are already written.
3 Mia: ... Wait, where are you putting this?
4 Ivy: I put them above like-
5 Mia: The paragraphs?
6 Ivy: The paragraphs. Yeah.
7 (Mia moves her cursor to find where Ivy has put the list of points)
8 Mia: Wait, but oh- so confusing. But the first thing in here is her paragraph. Not the list of stuff-
9 Ivy: The first comment is on change your address, which is the first line of the blog post that

was already here.
10 Mia: Wait, let me go to where your cursor is.
11 Ivy: My cursor. Yeah, I’ll put it at the top.

(Ivy puts her cursor at the top)
12 (Mia jumps to Ivy’s location by pressing shortcut)
13 SR: Moved cursor to Ivy’s location on page one paragraph one

and line one. List bullet. Get to know neighbors slash
neighborhood..

14 Mia: Ohh, yeah, I see what you did.

2), Ivy and Mia are talking about reordering points in a list. Mia
becomes confused about where Ivy added one section of text (line
3). Ivy begins to explain verbally but then senses Mia’s confusion
and places her cursor at the point of interest (line 11) so that Mia
knows the exact location where the change occurred. Co11ab then
announces the interaction, which specifies that Mia moved to Ivy’s
location, the precise page/paragraph/line location, and reads part
of the content at that location. Mia then confirms that she under-
stands the change (line 14). The success of this interaction depends
on both the system’s features and their use by the dyad. Rather
than relying on a verbal description of the cursor location and
the change, Ivy can put her cursor to a point and rapidly direct
Mia’s attention to the section of interest. What’s more, Co11ab
provides not only the specific location of the change but contextual
information about what’s at that location. Thus, the collaborative
processes of grounding [21] and joint attention [61, 70] are enacted
through both the availability of technological features and their
use during interaction. For a screen reader user, a collaborator’s
cursor, which was previously ambiguous and difficult to detect, now
becomes a powerful mechanism for pointing, directing attention,
and establishing joint understanding.

To further understand how participants used the jump-to-
location feature to direct attention to specific edits, we turn to
another vignette from Jim (visually impaired) and Ava (sighted). In
this example, when Jim heard an earcon with medium loudness (for
paragraph level), he became aware that Ava had joined his para-
graph and said “I see you” (Table 3, line 5). The earcon prompted Jim
to explore exactly where Ava was in the paragraph and what she
was doing. He jumped to Ava’s cursor location and said “Okay, so...”
(Table 3, line 9). Prompted by this verbal signal along with visually
monitoring Jim’s cursor movement, Ava drew Jim’s attention to a
specific phrase where she had her cursor. Then Ava said, “‘Pick up’
could be one word” (Table 3, line 10). Jim explored the particular
phrase by moving his cursor back and forth by a few words and
deleted the space between ‘pick’ and ‘up’ (Table 3, lines 11-15). This
example illustrates how Ava was able to call Jim’s attention to a

particular word and Jim could quickly navigate to the place in the
document where Ava was attending. What’s more, Ava was able to
verbally suggest the edit without making the edit for Jim. Thus, the
auditory cues and navigation features introduced in Co11ab helped
Jim and Ava to swiftly initiate shared attention [70] and achieve
common ground [21].

After the session, Jim emphasized that he never needed to ask
Ava for guidance on her location. He explained, “It was kind of very,
very cohesive and very, very, very smooth, which is, pre-collaborative
writing extension wasn’t so much the case with Google docs. We got
to focus a little bit more on bouncing ideas than ‘...Where are you
now? Okay. Here I am’ kind of thing. . . So it left a lot more room for
actual discussion, brainstorming, and writing.” In this example, we
see that Co11ab not only provides a mechanism for grounding and
coordinating joint attention, it fundamentally reshapes interaction.
Instead of spending extensive time on verbally sharing low-level
details required for reaching a shared understanding of the area
of interest, the dyad is able to spend more time on higher-level
activities that are important for effective collaborative writing, such
as discussion and brainstorming [47, 60].

7.2.3 Avoiding Cursor Collisions and Conflicting Edits. As our for-
mative findings show, screen reader users currently have a lim-
ited sense of how close they are to their coauthors in a document.
Without understanding their position relative to others, they may
inadvertently collide and make conflicting edits to the same por-
tion of text. Joy, Kate, and Sean explained that cursor collisions
are more likely to occur when they work with other blind coau-
thors, since screen reader users must move their cursor to read
the content unlike sighted people: “I feel like it’s less likely that I’m
going to bump into a sighted collaborator because they don’t have
to move their cursor to read, where I assume I’m more likely to run
into another blind user” (Joy). Participants reported that relative
proximity notifications would help them anticipate situations when
their cursor might collide with their coauthors’ cursors so that
they can continue “working on my things without having to worry
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Table 3: Jim (screen reader user) jumps to Ava’s (sighted) location to review a particular text

1 (Jim’s cursor is on line 3 of the paragraph)
3 (Ava places cursor on the phrase ‘pick up’ in line 4 of Jim’s paragraph.)
4 (SR emits an earcon with paragraph level loudness; then continues reading line 3)
5 Jim: I see you.
6 Jim: Okay, let’s see-

(Jim presses shortcut to jump to Ava’s location)
7 (Jim quickly moves his cursor up to line 3 and down to line 4)
8 (SR is reading line 4)
9 Jim: Okay, so-
10 Ava: Pick up could be one word.
11 (Jim moves cursor back and forth by word on line 4)
12 (SR reads content of line 4 word by word)
13 (Jim’s cursor is just at the beginning of the word ‘up’)
14 Jim: I think- let me see-
15 (Jim deletes the space between ‘pick’ and ‘up’)

about stepping on their toes” (Joy). Gina added, “It would help avoid
that kind of conflict where maybe I’m erasing something and you’re
adding something and I’m just erasing what you’re adding.”

We observed Mia (visually impaired) do this during the naturalis-
tic writing session with Ivy (sighted). Mia had her relative proximity
notifications off at the beginning. Later, when they started reor-
ganizing the list items and making direct edits in the document,
both attempted to fix the same grammar error at one point. Al-
though they coordinated their actions and avoided cursor collisions
through verbal discussion, this prompted Mia to turn on the relative
proximity notifications so that she could anticipate potential con-
flicting edits moving forward. Similarly, after using Co11ab with his
sighted colleague (Ava), Jim said the cues he received about Ava’s
location helped him “to safely work on different stuff... because I knew
exactly where she was editing... I feel like, okay, she’s working on this.
I can work on this above it, below it, or I can work on a conclusion
and I can make... what normally sighted collaborators would see as
snap decisions to kind of speed up the work.”

Given the lack of awareness cues for screen reader users in
current collaborative writing tools, many participants described
adopting a divide-and-conquer writing style in their regular work
(i.e., splitting up aspects of writing or areas of the document). Ian (vi-
sually impaired) and Lily (sighted) also used a divide-and-conquer
approach during their naturalistic writing session, where they dis-
cussed and identified which paragraphs each would edit at the
beginning of the session. For most of the writing session, Ian and
Lily worked independently in different paragraphs and maintained
spatial separation between their work areas. Nevertheless, Ian ex-
plained that he wanted to remain aware of where Lily was working:
“I was typing my part and she was typing hers, but I wanted to know
how close she was or how far she was... And the (musical) notes I
noticed when she was getting closer... that was helpful.” We observed
multiple instances where their cursors collided, at which one or
both participants quickly moved their cursor to maintain spatial
separation. What’s interesting here is that cursor collisions are not
inherently problematic. Indeed, cursor collisions are key to the ways
in which participants referenced areas of interest (Section 7.2.2).
Instead, cursor collisions and the associated relative proximity no-
tifications help build peripheral awareness [5, 35] about who is

working in which sections of the document, which is critical infor-
mation for avoiding unintentional concurrent or conflicting edits.
What’s more, the peripheral awareness gained through Co11ab
has important implications for the screen reader user as well as
the sighted collaborator and the overall group dynamic. Lily noted
that Co11ab features helped Ian to focus on his own writing: “He
(Ian) was able to type faster and keep focused on his part of the
document [compared to their regular work].” Thus, having a better
understanding of where collaborators are working may not only
help to prevent conflicting edits, it may also enhance screen reader
users’ ability to contribute during collaborative writing.

7.2.4 Switching between Individual Work and Monitoring Edits. Par-
ticipants explained that the relative proximity cues provided a signal
for knowing when to pause individual work and attend to a collab-
orator’s actions [35, 39]. Dan said, “When I heard that higher tone,
that definitely caught my attention to- okay, wait a minute. What
are you doing here? So I think as soon as I heard that, I would stop
and then I would probably turn on the ‘follow’ to hear what you’re
trying to do... So it’s kind of more like the intro to let me know that
someone’s in the area and then I can investigate further.”

We observed an instantiation of this during a naturalistic writ-
ing scenario involving Jim (visually impaired) and Ava (sighted).
Midway through the session, Ava entered Jim’s line to fix a typo
(Table 4, line 3), triggering a high volume earcon for Jim. Realizing
that Ava moved into the immediate space where he was working,
Jim turned on the follow mode to observe Ava’s edits and initiated
a verbal conversation to clarify the type of actions Ava was per-
forming. Once Ava clarified that she was only proofreading what
Jim added (Table 4, line 9), Jim switched back to his own work and
continued adding content to the document. Here we see that the
proximity notifications provided peripheral awareness for deciding
when to break focus on individual writing and more fully attend to
a collaborator’s actions [35, 39].

7.2.5 Quickly Reviewing Document Edits and Comments. Partici-
pants felt that the audio scrollbar would be most helpful for plan-
ning and prioritizing collaborative writing tasks in both synchro-
nous and asynchronous scenarios. They shared that they could use
the audio scrollbar to “streamline my work” (Ron), especially if “I
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Table 4: Jim (screen reader user) turns on the follow mode to review Ava’s (sighted) edits.

1 (Jim’s cursor is on line 2 of the paragraph)
2 (Ava places her cursor on a typo ‘hte’ in Jim’s line)
3 (SR emits an earcon with line level loudness; then continues reading line 2)
4 Ava: Got it!
5 (Ava changes ‘hte’ to ‘the’)
6 Jim: Got it? Ohh, great, great!
7 (Jim turns on the ‘follow’ mode and promptly silences SR announcement)
8 Jim: Are you typing? Yeah, I think. Are you taking it from here?
9 Ava: Ahh, I was just proofreading while you were-
10 Jim: Ow, gotcha, gotcha.

(Jim turns off the ‘follow’ mode)

didn’t open the document in a while and then. . . [I] want to know
exactly what happened since I left” (Ian). Participants said that the
audio scrollbar would help them identify “parts of the document
that were sort of contested or under review” (Alex) and allocate their
time on tasks accordingly. Leah said, “It’s sort of like when you open
a document and you can visually see what’s going on and say, oh my
gosh, I’m going to do this later, or I got time for this now... I can just
quickly go through all the paragraphs and see, okay... how do I need
to program my time for this?” Furthermore, participants added that
the audio scrollbar feature would be most useful while working on
long, complex documents with a lot of coauthors and documents
that people created on their own. Gina said, “Particularly if I’m
super familiar with a document and don’t want to keep having to
read and reread everything all the time... that will help me prioritize
what I hit first.” Cory further explained how the audio scrollbar
could make the process of “scanning” a document for collaboration
information easier and efficient for screen reader users:

“Visually people could scan for different color changes
[for comments or edits] or people could basically just
move their mouse to whatever comment, whereas with
a screen reader, you’ve got to do a little bit more work,
whether it’s going to the comments list or moving to
that section and then looking for the comments. And it’s
still a little bit more tedious than if someone’s visually
scanning. And I feel like with the scrollbar, you get a
little better feel for the overall audio picture without
having to go and examine each part.”

During the naturalistic writing sessions, Jim and Ian each in-
voked the audio scrollbar at the very beginning to find the com-
ments and edits in the sample document. Mia, on the other hand,
did not use the scrollbar at all, since she and Ivy were discussing
edits primarily through verbal exchange. Mia later explained, “She
(Ivy) was already giving me enough verbal info that I didn’t need
to have the meta information about the number of changes... but
I feel like if I was working by myself, I might’ve used that feature
(audio scrollbar) more.” In summary, participants felt that the audio
scrollbar would be most useful for planning and time allocation as
well as when writers are working on their own and may not have
(or want) a sighted collaborator to provide a verbal overview.

8 DISCUSSION
Multiple decades of research in academia and industry have led
to a proliferation of tools that support real-time distributed col-
laborative work. This body of work is rooted in empirical studies
and theories that make implicit ability assumptions and neglect
the experiences of ability-diverse teams. Designing more equitable
collaborative technologies requires rethinking how collaboration
awareness works and designing systems that support associated
collaborative processes and informational needs. We now revisit
our findings to discuss theoretical and practical future directions.

8.1 Revisiting Collaboration Awareness for
Screen Reader Users

Creating more equitable and inclusive collaboration technologies
requires revisiting the notion of collaboration awareness and how
it has been conceived over the years. For example, Gutwin and
Greenberg’s collaboration awareness framework [38] asserts that
people need to understand who is doing what and where to per-
form collaborative work in real-time. On the surface, these broad
categories are still relevant to the experience of visually impaired
writers. Indeed, our data show many examples of blind writers
understanding each of these elements. Yet, the ways in which these
understandings are achieved are fundamentally different due to
both the experience of blindness and how the tools (e.g., screen
readers, accessibility features) reconfigure collaborative meaning
making. In Gutwin and Greenberg’s framework [38], key infor-
mational elements for developing peripheral awareness and joint
attention in real-time collaboration include collaborators’ location
(where are they working?), gaze (where are they looking?), and
view (where can they see?). Our analysis, however, brings forth
questions about the meaning of these core constructs of collabora-
tion awareness: what does gaze or view (either their own or that
of their collaborators) mean for a screen reader user? And, how do
asymmetries in collaborators’ access to and understanding of this
information shape their work?

To date, the theories and frameworks of collaboration aware-
ness have assumed symmetry in collaborators’ ability to access
the shared workspace in that they make use of the same (or sim-
ilar) tools and process information in the same modalities while
working together. Yet, the interfaces through which sighted and
visually impaired collaborators generate and consume informa-
tion on collaborative platforms (e.g., Google Docs, Microsoft Word)
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are fundamentally different; see Section 4. While sighted people
make use of visual-spatial representations to navigate and per-
ceive information in a document, visually impaired writers rely on
screen reader speech output and keystroke-based navigation that
are ephemeral, sequential, and linear [7] (although some also use
braille). The notion of gaze and view depend on principles of visual
gestalt perception [77], the ability to glance or scan, and persis-
tent visual representations. For screen reader users, understanding
where a collaborator is working or looking requires the system
to provide precise and meaningful location information, sufficient
context to understand that location, and then understanding or
remembering the overall structure of the document—all of which
are readily apparent for a sighted user looking at a graphical display.
Similarly, understanding what a collaborator did in the document
requires mental effort to revisit and remember changes or get an
auditory overview of the document, whereas visual markup, color
coding, and transparent overlays (i.e., comment spans) make this
information immediately available and persistent for sighted users.
Thus, more inclusive notions of collaboration awareness must at-
tend to not only the availability of information but the effort and
time required to access that information.

Further, collaboration awareness is not solely about the avail-
ability of information; it is also about how people understand and
make use of that information during interaction. In addition to
differences in information modalities, people have different mental
models and ways of relating to artifacts that are shaped by dis-
ability experience. As our analysis reveals, there are fundamental
differences in the way a sighted writer and a screen reader user
understand the structure of a document and collaborators’ loca-
tions. While sighted collaborators may use spatial (e.g., “bottom of
the page”) or color-coded (e.g., “paragraph in blue”) descriptions
to refer to an area of interest, these visual-spatial references do
not always align with a screen reader user’s understanding of a
document. Even the same collaborative action may have different
meanings to a screen reader user. As an example, for sighted people,
jumping to a coauthor’s location means bringing the coauthor’s
editing area (where they have their cursor positioned) into the field
of view. For screen reader users, however, this means putting their
own cursor at the coauthor’s cursor location, either through verbal
guidance, manually moving from paragraph to paragraph to find
the coauthor’s position, or in the case of Co11ab, using the jump-
to-location shortcut. Collaborative tools and frameworks that do
not understand such asymmetries will fall short in helping collabo-
rators achieve common ground [21] and coordinate joint attention
[70]. At best, these failures require additional time and effort by
both collaborators to resolve, and at worst, they lead to systemic
exclusion and a blind writer feeling their voice has “become the
small voice” (Neil).

A deeper understanding of inclusive collaboration requires rec-
ognizing the implicit ability assumptions and asymmetries in col-
laboration awareness. At its core, Co11ab aims to help shift this
imbalance, and our analysis shows signs of that happening. Con-
sider the example where Mia directed her attention to a specific
text that Ivy was referring to by jumping to Ivy’s cursor location.
The jump-to-location feature enabled them to initiate joint atten-
tion to a point of interest similar to the way sighted dyads can
use gaze visualizations to attend to the same object [24, 42, 61].

In another instance, we observed how relative proximity alerts
made Jim aware of Ava’s presence nearby, which further prompted
him to momentarily pause his own writing and follow what Ava
was doing. Thus, the relative proximity cues along with the follow
mode helped Jim manage coupling [64] in that he could determine
an appropriate moment to transition from an individual task to a
tightly-coupled shared activity (i.e., reviewing collaborator’s edits)
[35, 39]. Furthermore, the audio scrollbar introduced a way for par-
ticipants to quickly ‘scan’ documents for highly contested areas
and develop an overview of the document state so that they can
plan and prioritize their course of actions accordingly [38]. In each
of these examples, interaction depended on both the availability
of technology resources and human collaborators who enact more
accessible practices together. Thus, rethinking collaboration aware-
ness requires attending to how able-bodied collaborators make use
of accessibility features and bring them into interaction as well as
how new technologies make new ways of working possible.

8.2 Design Considerations for Accessible
Collaborative Writing

Through the design and iterative user exploration of Co11ab, our
study illustrates how auditory representations shape screen reader
users’ workflow and ability to make sense of collaborative informa-
tion in real-time. Belowwe discuss the trade-offs and considerations
of various auditory designs for collaboration information.

8.2.1 Compromising learnability with discernibility. In designing
several auditory features of Co11ab, we incorporated a skeuomor-
phic design approach where an action or interface is mapped on to
its real-world counterpart [67]. These features include the auditory
icon that imitated the real-world action of typing and increasing
loudness of earcon or auditory icon as coauthors’ cursors come
closer. Indeed, our participants found these designs to be realis-
tic representations of collaborators’ movements and more intu-
itively understandable and learnable than abstract representations
such as earcons (i.e., musical notes) and changing pitch [4, 34].
However, participants also pointed out that the auditory icon (i.e.,
typing sound) and change in loudness are less discernible amidst
other audio streams in the surroundings and contingent upon one’s
workspace setup (e.g., global volume settings or background music).
The typing sound, in particular, can even be confused with typing
activities of one’s own or others. In contrast, while earcons and
pitch change need explicit learning and memorizing [32, 34], most
participants preferred them as they found it easier to distinguish
and thus more likely to provide themwith the peripheral awareness
of when coauthors are working close to their space.

8.2.2 Needing disruption to avoid conflicts. Echoing prior work
[27], our analysis showed that participants preferred non-speech
audio cues over spoken announcements for relative proximity since
the latter was more disruptive to their own reading, writing, and
“train of thoughts.” Interestingly though, in real-time collaborative
writing scenarios, there are certain instances when disruption to
individual work is desired. For example, participants shared that
they would need more “discordant” alerts when coauthors’ cursors
are very close to their cursor so as to warn them against potential
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conflicting edits. Cursor collision is unlikely to happen in asynchro-
nous collaboration but is an important consideration for developing
peripheral awareness in synchronous collaboration. Furthermore,
screen reader users need to be able to customize auditory cues
based on the task at hand at a particular instance, such as switching
to a more disruptive representation of proximity cues when they
are working on a heavily edited area with a lot of collaborators and
turning off alerts when working in a region on their own or not
making active edits.

8.2.3 Balancing efficiency with specificity. Our analysis revealed
that while processing collaboration information, screen reader users
need to balance efficiency with specificity. As an example, partici-
pants shared mixed reactions towards the representations of the
audio scrollbar. While some preferred repeated earcons because it
provided specific information about the number of comments, edits,
and active coauthors within a certain threshold, others preferred
pitch change because of conciseness. The same reasoning holds for
spoken announcements and non-speech audio cues. Although spo-
ken announcements are more specific than non-speech audio cues,
all but Alex and Ryan preferred the latter because of the “economy of
sound that you don’t necessarily get with words” (Kate). Importantly
though, the efficiency gained from earcons and pitch change comes
with the compromise in learnability, as discussed above.

8.2.4 Managing cognitive overload across simultaneous activities.
Multitasking or paying attention to multiple streams of auditory in-
formation can be complex and cognitively overwhelming for screen
reader users [76] due to the ephemeral and linear nature of screen
reader speech [7]. Our design exploration with Co11ab illustrated
that minimizing extraneous information that is not relevant to the
particular task at hand is important to control such information
overload [51]. For example, participants felt that relative proximity
alerts should be automatically turned off while the follow mode
or the audio scrollbar is on, because proximity information is not
needed when monitoring a coauthor’s edits or getting high-level
overview. Similarly, some participants thought that following and
editing should be toggleable such that they do not hear what others
are typing when they are editing on their own. However, certain
styles of real-time writing (e.g., reactive writing [47]) requires writ-
ers to quickly switch back and forth between reviewing and active
revising (e.g., fixing typos). This means that screen reader users
may want to ‘follow’ a coauthor while simultaneously editing on
their own, as we observed Jim doing during the naturalistic writing
session. In such cases, collaborative systems can use audio manipu-
lation techniques such as voice coding [27], concurrent speech [37],
spatial audio [50, 76], and secondary whisper [65] to distinguish
between the coauthor’s edits and own screen reader typing echo.

9 CONCLUSION
This study set out to investigate the ways in which visually impaired
writers perform synchronous writing with sighted collaborators
and develop novel auditory technologies to enhance their collabora-
tive writing experience. Grounded in our formative interviews and
remote observationswith eight screen reader users, we built Co11ab,
a Google Docs extension that uses various spoken and non-speech
audio cues to support screen reader users in monitoring others’

real-time activities, avoiding concurrent edits, and developing a
high-level overview of collaboration information in a shared docu-
ment. Our design evaluation study involving screen reader users, in
fifteen researcher-facilitated and three naturalistic writing sessions
with known sighted collaborators, illustrated how participants used
Co11ab to coordinate joint attention, maintain peripheral aware-
ness, and transition fluidly between individual and shared tasks
with their collaborator. These insights also encourage thinking dif-
ferently about collaboration awareness, particularly considering
the asymmetries in collaboration experience among ability-diverse
team members and bring forth practical considerations and trade-
offs for the design of accessible collaborative systems.
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